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28855 Lockheed Dr
Eugene, OR 97402-9500, US - Eugene Hotel Offers - Eugene Flight Offers

66 E 6th Ave
Eugene, OR 97401-2667, US - Eugene Hotel Offers - Eugene Flight Offers
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Reverse Route | Avoid Highways | Revise Route

1: Start out going EAST on LOCKEED DR toward NORTHROP DR.

2: Turn RIGHT onto NORTHROP DR.

3: Turn LEFT onto AIRPORT RD.

4: Turn RIGHT onto OR-99.

5: Merge onto BELTLINE HWY E toward I-5/SPRINGFIELD.

6: Merge onto DELTA HWY S toward VALLEY R. CTR./EUGENE.

7: Merge onto I-105 W/OR-126 W toward OR-99/DOWNTOWN/FAIRGROUNDS.

8: Take the OR-99 S/JEFFERSON STREET exit on the LEFT toward CITY CENTER MALL/FAIRGROUNDS.

9: Turn SLIGHT LEFT to take the OR-99 S ramp toward CITY CTR. - MALL.

10: Turn SLIGHT LEFT onto W 7TH AVE/OR-126 E/OR-99 S. Continue to follow W 7TH AVE/OR-99 S.

11: Turn LEFT onto OAK ST.

12: Turn LEFT onto E 6TH AVE/OR-99 N/OR-126 BR W.

13: End at 66 E 6th Ave, Eugene, OR 97401-2667 US

Total Est. Time: 18 minutes  Total Est. Distance: 10.61 miles
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